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Introduction:
Rugby Union was “invented” by a schoolboy named William Webb Ellis at Rugby School,
Warwickshire, England. In November 1823 he is believed to have cheated technically during a game
of the then crude mob football played at the school, when, “with a fine disregard for the rules of
football as played in his time, first took the ball in his arms and ran with it”. (Encarta Encyclopedia)
Back then, there was no referee but players would refer to another when clarification was needed.
The referror, being the one referring the question, and the refer-ee being the one making the
decisions. The game certainly started with few rules and the captains agreed to those used. Inevitably
with the flush of passion and in the heat of the moment disputes arose as to the interpretation of the
guidelines of combat as agreed by the captains. Rather than heated argument, which would have cut
into the playing time they chose some wise, non-player to help with quick dispute resolution. They
referred the disagreement for his judgement. He became the referee. The sidelined astute person of
course would have been too far away from the action for most decisions so the natural progression
was to have someone closer on the field.
Rugby has now progressed from one referee to the team of three, plus in some cases, an extra known
as the Television Match Official. (TMO)
Question of How Many
How many officials is enough for community rugby today? Can the game be managed satisfactorily
with the team of three or do we need additional help in the way of in-goal referees and other field
referees?
Refereeing In The 2000’s:
The 2002 Law Book devotes a complete chapter (Law 6), to the duties of match officials. Match
officials are defined as the referee and two touch judges only. (Law 6A1,p31). Touch judges are

appointed by or under the authority of the match organiser or else the two teams appoint one each.
Among several duties allocated to the touch judges is that the match organiser may authorize a touch
judge to signal dangerous play by holding the flag horizontally and pointing in field at right angles to
the touch-line. The signalling of foul play by a touch judge is a relatively new duty being around for
about the past 12 to 15 years.
It also mentions in the Law, that: “…the match organiser may appoint an official who uses
technological devices. If the referee is unsure when making a decision in-goal involving a try being
scored or a touch down, that official may be consulted” (Law 6, 8(a) p 33.
However, the Law does not define technological devices, nor does it state at what stage does the
referee consult the official. The intention of the Law though is for this official to be the TMO who
scrutinises a video replay of the game, adjudicates and then relays the decision to the referee by
means of two-way radio. The referee initiates the process and the decision is usually made in about a
minute or so.
Test Matches, Super 12 games and other games of a high importance, generally have the luxury of
using this medium whilst at the community level game, no such luxury is available due to the high
cost involved and lack of access to the technology. So who helps the referee make these difficult
decisions at club level? Moreover, who helps the referee when an International Match is played and
no TMO is appointed such as the recent Wallaby versus NZ Maori game on the 15th June 2002 at
Subiaco Oval?
The touch judges have an important role to play in this regard but it is not uncommon for them to
be out of position at some point in the game. The reality is that there will be times in a match when a
crucial in goal decision has to be made and all three officials are unsighted.
Rugby League has recognized the importance of in-goal adjudication by appointing in-goal referees
whose job it is to assist the referee in determining decisions concerning the grounding of the ball in
in-goal. There is no mention however, of in-goal referees in the Rugby League Rule Book. It
seemingly has been introduced under local NRL arrangements.
Is there a place in Rugby Union to introduce in-goal referees, or should it be left to the referee and
two touch judges solely to adjudicate?
By examining Table 1 below., the answer is that we do need them due to the high incidence of
reference to the TMO by the world’s premier referees.
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In the table below which is data collected from the 2002 Super 12 series, the TMO was referred to
68 times and out of that, 28 tries were awarded. This data supports the fact that both the referee and
touch judges were somewhat unsure of whether a try had been scored or not and as a result of the
TMO’s deliberations 28 tries were awarded and 40 were turned down. All these situations are
deemed critical incidents in a game. Critical incidents are described in part by the IRB as:
Those incidents which
•

Prevents a score when a score should have taken place

•

Award a score when a score should not have taken place

•

Makes a decision which totally affects the outcome of the match

•

Error of judgement relating to
o

Foul play management eg temporary suspension wrongly awarded

o

Failure to use of match officials effectively during scoring situations and
foul play

Table 1: TMO required and tries awarded Super 12 games 2002.
Referees:

NZ

SA

AUSTRALIA

TOTAL

TMO used

30

18

20

68

Tries Awarded

10

10

8

28

Duties of the In-Goal Referee
If in goal referees or judges were to be used, what might their duties be and do they need any form of
equipment to enable them to carry out their role?
The Laws of Rugby Union allow for in goal judges in seven side competitions and devote a section in
the Law Book to this role as follows:
IN-GOAL JUDGES
•

There are two in-goal judges for each match.

•

The referee has the same control over both in-goal judges as the referee has
over touch judges.

•

There is only one in-goal judge in each in-goal area.

•

Signalling result of kick at goal. When a conversion kick or a penalty kick at
goal is being taken, an in-goal judge must help the referee by signalling the
result of the kick. One touch judge stands at or behind a goal post and an
in-goal judge stands at or behind the other goal post. If the ball goes over
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the crossbar and between the posts, the touch judge and the in-goal judge
raise their flags to indicate a goal.
•

Signalling touch. When the ball or the ball carrier has gone into touch-ingoal, the in-goal judge must hold up the flag.

•

Signalling tries. The in-goal judge will assist the referee in decisions on
touchdowns and tries if there is any doubt in the referees mind.

•

Signalling foul play. A match organiser may give authority for the in-goal
judge to signal foul play in the in-goal. (Law 6 B8, p.163)

There is no obvious reason why this procedure cannot be applied to normal 15 a-side rugby,
especially finals and other important matches. The in goal judge will have the capacity to
move laterally in goal as the ball carrier approaches the in goal area as shown as Table 2, and
will be another set of eyes for the referee when the ball is touched down or goes into touch
in goal or over the dead ball line. As demonstrated in Table 2, there is potential for a 360
degree visual coverage of the ball carrier when using four officials.
Table 2: Area to be covered by Referee, Touch Judges and In Goal Judge

Ref

TJ
TJ

22m

Ball
Carrier

IN GOAL AREA
TO BE COVERED

In goal
judge

70m
Critical Areas of Coverage:
1. All of the in goal area for grounding of ball
2. Touch in Goal Lines (2), in conjunction with TJ for Touch in Goal
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3. Dead Ball Line, in conjunction with TJ, or sole responsibility for ball out of play
Total Area of Coverage = 1540sq metres (Max)
The in goal judge can also assist with adjudicating the kick at goal thus freeing one touch
judge to pre-position himself for the ensuing kick off or drop out. The touch judge that
moves back up field instead of waiting for the kick will be decided on several factors such as
which direction is the team likely to re-start the play, climatic conditions or what teams have
done from previous restarts. However, there will always be a 50% chance of getting this
wrong but none the less should go towards speeding up the game.
On Field Referees
If we agree that there might be a role for in goal judges to assist in the officiating process it may also
be worth examining a need for extra on field officials. To do this a brief insight into other codes
might assist in determining the worth of the proposal.
Other Codes
In American Football, a team of officials supervises play in a regulation game. Professional and
major college football programs use seven officials: a referee, an umpire, a linesman, a field judge, a
back judge, a line judge, and a side judge. The officials carry whistles and yellow penalty flags. They
blow the whistles or throw the flags to indicate an infraction of the rules.
The referee is in charge of the game at all levels of play. The referee supervises the other officials,
decides on all matters not under other officials' specific jurisdiction, and enforces penalties. The
referee indicates when the ball is dead or out of play, and when it may again be put into play. The
referee uses hand signals to indicate these specific decisions and penalties. The referee also makes all
final decisions regarding instant replay, when a questionable call is reviewed on videotape. (Source
Encarta)
The umpire makes decisions on questions concerning the players' equipment, their conduct, and
their positioning. The principal duty of the linesman is to mark the position of the ball at the end of
each play. The linesman has assistants who measure distances gained or lost, using a device consisting
of two vertical markers connected by a chain or cord 10 yd (9 m) long. The linesman must also watch
for violations of the rule requiring players to remain in certain positions before the ball is put into
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play. The field-judge times the game using a stopwatch for this purpose. In some cases, the stadium
scoreboard has a clock that is considered official.
How does this translate to Rugby Union? The rugby referee takes on the American Football role of
referee, umpire and field judge and the touch judges the linesman. There is very little difference
therefore in the duties covered, merely the number of officials required due to the unique nature of
the American game.
Basketball has two field umpires/referees who interchange their positions on the court from leading
to following which enables the whole court area to be covered. Lacrosse has three umpires who also
interchange duties.
Australian Rules has three on field officials with the ground being split into three parts. The senior
umpire officiates in the middle area and has control over the other two, while the other two
adjudicate at respective ends of the field. There are also two boundary umpires to indicate when the
ball has gone out of bounds and who throw the ball in when required and a goal umpire at each end
of the field to adjudicate on goals. Because of the speed of the game where the ball is quickly moved
from one end to the field to the other, three umpires are deemed necessary as one umpire seemingly
has too much ground to cover in order to officiate effectively.
Rugby Union
In rugby, the ground is smaller than Australian Rules and a fit referee is generally able to keep up
with play that relies more on the players running and less on kicking. Generally, kicking in Rugby is
applied mainly for territorial reasons and the two touch judges assist by indicating where the ball
went into touch. When a kicking duel takes place, the referee has little problem in finding a central
position from which to officiate.
When foul play occurs, the two touch judges and the referee are usually well placed to adjudicate.
The TMO can also be called upon to identify a player that the referee or touch judges cannot.
Further, when the touch judges are wired up, they can also advise the referee when an infringement
such as a knock on or forward pass occurs.
The question is then; do we need any extra officials on the field if the field of play area is seemingly
well covered? The answer is probably no. Having two referees on the field at one time has the
potential for confusion particularly in managing the advantage law as this can become at times quite
subjective. However, there might be a place for an extra referee at both the scrum/ruck blind side. At
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the lineout one referee could be situated at the front and the other at the back. Once again a certain
amount of confusion is certain to arise and is probably not worth considering especially if the touch
judges can assist with either direct communication or at the next breakdown.
There is though, another alternative to having extra officials on the field. Statistically it has been
demonstrated that continuity drops as the game progresses and the referee tires both physically and
mentally. This can be evidenced by data at Table 3 below, which tend to highlight this trend during
the period from the 30th minute of the game to either half time or full time. This is when the errors
of judgment are likely to occur. Therefore, it might be concluded that in order to eliminate mistakes,
referees need to be much fitter physically and mentally tougher. If statistics, showing a drop in
continuity at the 30-minute mark, come from top referees officiating at the highest level, what about
the community level referee who equally has the same amount of game time as Super 12 and test
matches but may not be as fit or can anticipate play as well as the elite referee?

Table 3: Continuity Chart
Continuity

20.0

Number

15.0

10.0

Scrum
PK
TRM
Average

5.0

0.0
0-10min
-5.0

1020min

2030min

3040min

0-10min

1020min

2030min

3040min

Game Phases

Perhaps what is needed is to interchange the field referee with a reserve referee/touch judge. Teams
have the luxury of up to seven player substitutes in a game so that the tired or injured player, or a
non-performer can be relieved. This then allows the team to maintain a high level of momentum
throughout the game. However, a referee has to battle on for the whole game without any relief.
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Current discussion about rolling substitutes being part of the future game should see a marked
increase in speed of play, which could see the referee falling further behind in both physical and
mental terms.
Referee Interchange System
The Australian Touch Rugby Association appoints a match referee and two touch judges. Due to the
high speed of the game, the referee will interchange with the senior touch judge every time that a try
is scored or at other pre arranged times. This allows a fresh referee at all times during the match.
The interchange system can easily be adapted to rugby by having the referee and reserve referee
interchange at either predetermined times or when the field referee feels like a rest.
How will a Modified System Work?
The system might work along the following lines:
Appointments to senior games to be made up of
•

Match Referee

•

Reserve Referee/Touch Judge (1)

•

Touch Judge (1)

•

In Goal Judges (2)

The match referee will be the senior referee for the match and will commence the game. He will be
relieved by the reserve referee at the 25-minute mark and take up the position of touch judge. After
half time, the reserve referee will continue the game for another 15 minutes and the senior referee
will swap places with him, and then referee the remainder of the game.
All up, the senior referee will officiate in the center for 50 minutes with the reserve referee
officiating for 30 minutes. This formula allows the senior referee to complete two periods of 25
minutes with a 35-minute rest in between thus enabling him to perform to the highest level before he
reaches the fatigue zone that traditionally occurs at the thirty-minute mark. There may also be scope
for the referees to interchange earlier depending on the speed of the game. Obviously, if a referee is
very fatigued he should be replaced at that time on his request.
Both the referee and the touch judge must keep score and time and note which player has been
substituted or sent off either with a yellow or red card. The other touch judge will work with the in
goal judge and remain in goal for the kick, with the reserve referee moving back to take up position
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for the next phase of play. This will allow the reserve referee to have a greater recovery period with
less running. (See Appendix 1)
Advantages and Disadvantages
It might be argued that by interchanging the referee there is a scope for inconsistency throughout the
game and that one of the referees might have a negative influence on the match. However, it is not
an uncommon complaint to hear that a referee can also be inconsistent with his rulings throughout
the total 80 minutes of a game. As it has been shown that this tends to happen at the 30-minute
mark, there should be little basis to an argument of this nature against a relief referee.
Further, pairing referees of different standards may well assist in lifting the standard of the less
experienced referee when he officiates in tandem with the senior referee who may well be appointed
as his mentor? Moreover, the development and maintenance of a compatible team of two on-field
referees could in fact increase consistency rather than diminish it. The risk will be in the early stages
when the referee and his reserve referee have different management skills and may cause some on
field disciplinary problems caused by differing standards or interpretations. However, with good
coaching and further experience as a team, the two should soon be capable of performing as a single
unit.
None the less, there will undoubtedly be comparisons made between the two referees, but the aim is
to provide a fresh and alert referee for the whole game and this system could go some way in
ensuring that all areas of the game from on field refereeing, touch judging and in goal decisions are
made with greatest opportunity for mistake free refereeing.
Conclusions
The use of in goal judges has already been sanctioned by the IRB for seven a side matches and can
be easily be justified for the 15 a side game based on the use of the TMO system in top-level rugby,
and the critical impact on the outcome of the game a wrong decision in goal can make.
If it is important to have mistake free adjudication of the try/touch down for the high level game,
then it is equally important, from the community rugby players and supporters perspective, because
in relative terms the stakes are the same.
Moreover, a system of rotating officials during a game also goes towards ensuring that officials are
both physically and mentally fresh to adjudicate throughout the whole period of the game.
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Recommendations
The inclusion of in goal judges is recommended at community level rugby under local competition
rules. Initially, this should be included during all finals matches and after a review period a decision to
retain the change or extend it should be made.
As far as the interchange system is concerned, this might also be the subject of trial under local
arrangement to validate its worth before any formal introduction is considered.

(Behold the tortoise; the only time it makes progress is when it sticks its neck out)
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APPENDIX 1
POSITION OF IN GOAL JUDGE
TOUCH JUDGE AND RESERVE REFEREE
In Goal Judge
remains in goal
after kick at goal
In goal judge

Touch judge

Reserve Referee
moves back for kick
off before kick at
goal
Goal kicker

Referee

TJ moves
back up field
after kick at
goal

Reserve Referee and Referee
interchange at the 25 minute
mark in the 1st half and the 15th
minute of the second half

In Goal
Judge
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